SCOPE New York: More than thirty Chinese Artists Included
More than 50 top galleries in the world are gathering in the Lincoln Center Manhattan
New York for the 8th SCOPE Show. Facing the economic recession, in order to attracting
collectors all galleries brought in their most valuable art works for this show. A special
point worth mentioning is that this year works created by more than 30 Chinese artists are
presented by galleries, setting a record in SCOPE’s history.
After entering the show, a variety of art works in the booth of Chinese contemporary art
gallery could visitors’ eyesight immediately. Especially two of Zhang Dali’s upside down
real size sculptures of naked China’s migrants, “Chinese Offspring”, made by polyresen,
arouse people’s curiosity to look into details. The principal of Chinese contemporary art
gallery Ludovie Bois said that this time the gallery selected the essence of the best part of
Chinese contemporary art and condense it into a six square meter booth. Furthermore,
compared with three or four years ago, there is an apparent improvement in appreciating
Chinese contemporary art among New Yorkers, who only focused artists’ technique
before but now gradually to reflect the social significance in the deep layer behind works.
Not far from the booth of Chinese contemporary art gallery is Eli Klein Fine Art, what
displaying on their wall are more fascinating, especially Zhang Peng’s bloody girl in his
work “ Wen Wen No. 1”. The owner Eli Klein introduced that this works had already
sold out in the first day at a high price. Eli Klein Fine Art this time particularly featured a
work “Forever Goodbye” created by Hollywood celebrity Liu Yuling. Rami Ron, who
ever represented many works by Hollywood stars including Sylvester Stallone and Bob
Dylan said that from this work we are likely to read Yuling’s deep mind.
Eli Klein Fine Art also showed works by Luo Qing, Liu Yan, Xiao Se, Zhang Dali, Zeng
Jianyong, Shen Shaomin, and other three artists. Shen Shaomin’s “Unknown Creature”
mad of authentic bones, is one of four pieces existed in the world.
Amsterdam’s Willem Kerseboom gallery and 798 Avant-Garde gallery New York also
displayed many works by Chinese contemporary artists.
SCOPE show New York lasts from today until March, 8, 2009. The location is Damrosch
Park, the Lincoln Center, West 62nd Street. Please go to www. Scope-art.com for details.

